Instructions to authors

a. Original, unpublished research papers are hereby invited from the subject experts, scholars on the main and sub theme. An abstract with 150-250 words along with full paper should be submitted by 10 July 2017.

b. The last date for the submission of full paper along with registration form is 10 July 2017.

c. The paper in a proper format should be sent in hard copy along with CD-ROM. The soft copy can also be sent in advance through email mgaclibrary@gmail.com.

d. The research papers should be in MS Word, font style Times New Roman, size of font 12. The language of paper should be in English only.

e. The selected papers shall be published with ISBN proceeding. The papers should be equal to 2500 words including abstracts.

Registration fees for the conference

For Library professionals/ Faculty/Academicians 500/-
For Research Scholars Rs 300/-

Demand draft should be in favour of “Principal Muthurangam Govt Arts College, Vellore”

Chairman
Dr. R. Sugirtha Rani Julina
Principal

Library Advisory Committee
Dr. Sreedaran
Associate Professor
Department of Commerce

Dr. Prabhukanthan
Assistant Professor
Department of Chemistry

Prof. Ravi Chandran
Assistant Professor, Department of History

Registration Form

UGC sponsored National Level Conference on Libraries for Today and Tomorrow Challenges and Opportunities

Muthurangam Govt Arts College (Autonomous)
Otteri Road, Vellore-632 002, Tamil Nadu
Date: 21 July 2017

Name:
Designation:
Year:
College/University
Address:

Mobile No:
E-mail:
Details of the payment:
Amount Rs.
DD no:
Bank & Date:
Draft should be in favour of “The principal, Muthurangam Govt Arts College, Vellore”

Signature of the participant

Dr. K. Kumaresan
Convenor/Organizing Secretary
College Librarian
Muthurangam Govt Arts College (Autonomous)
Otteri Road, Vellore-632 002, Tamil Nadu
Cell: 9445170155 / 09422545155
e-mail: mgaclibrary@gmail.com

University Grants Commission

UGC Sponsored National Level Conference on Libraries for Today and Tomorrow (LFTT) Challenges and Opportunities

21 July 2017

Organized by

Department of Library
Muthurangam Govt Arts College (Autonomous)
(Affiliated to Thiruvalluvar University)
Vellore- 632 002 Tamil Nadu
About College

Muthurangam Govt. Arts College is situated at Vellore, an ancient city with a history of its own. It is currently the capital of the Vellore District, Tamil Nadu. The College was named after the great freedom fighter, Mr. Muthurangam, who had played a prominent role in the Sepoy Mutiny. The avowed purpose of establishing the College is to help the most backward community and economically poor learners in and around Vellore to acquire higher education and become more competitive. The College was established in the year 1965 with 3 sections of pre-university courses. The lamp in the logo of the College indicates the brightness of knowledge, dispelling ignorance and revealing Truth and Various Under-graduate, Post-graduate and Research courses were gradually brought in. The College was sanctioned autonomous status since the academic year 2005-2006. It was declared as a Grade I College in the year 2008. In 2002, NAAC Committee visited for the first time and accorded 3 Star status. During these second visit in 2009 the accreditation =B’ Grade was accorded. The College offers 12 UG Courses, 10 PG Courses and 15 Research programmes in various disciplines.

About Library

Muthurangam Govt. Arts College Library is unique academic library and it has well-stocked unique titles covering all domains of knowledge. Our collection strengths include Tamil, English, History, Economics, Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Nutrition, and Business Administration. The Library also holds special materials like Britannica Encyclopedia, General studies for competitive exams, political maps, and other publications of general studies.

The Library has separate sections for magazine and journals. The Library is now using open access system for the library users. The digital library has 10 computers with BSNL broadband internet connectivity. The total number of library books is 51911 and library subscribes 46 periodicals and 3828 e-journals, 80409 e-books through N-LIST.

Objective of Conference

Library plays a pivotal role in improving academic performance. The revolutions of technologies transform the face of libraries but it has been overruled by libraries whenever the changes happened. The need of the hour is to bridge up the college libraries and young generation on improving reading habits, creating attractions towards libraries by innovative solution.

Libraries For Today and Tomorrow (LFTT) is the vital state level conference to attend in order to stay abreast of the developments and trends in libraries initiative among the state and nation. This would be an exciting opportunity to share your thoughts, experiences and knowledge in the library community.

LFTT is a conference which is first time being organized by Central library at Muthurangam Govt. Arts College, Vellore. This is a great opportunity for library professionals from across the nation. The event will witness state and national level participations.

Intended audience:
Academic Librarians, Corporate Librarians, Information Scientist, Information Managers, Faculties, Academicians and Research Scholars.

The theme for the conference

1. Library Information Sources & Services

- Battle of e-books (procurement, storing, managing and dissemination)
- Electronic journals from prices to usage.
- Paid electronic resources Vs Free electronic resources
- Library sources and services through social networking
- Internet Vs Library - Perception of young generation about the libraries
- Revamp your Libraries for young generation opportunities and challenges

2. Library Access, Space and Preservation

- E-platform Sources, services and disseminations.
- Library collaborations with academic departments, Analysis of library users on driven acquisitions

3. Library Trends

- Innovative technologies and tools to transform of library sources and services
- Influence of Electronic resources and devices on reading habits
- Google generation challenges & opportunities to Libraries
- Dissemination of library services - social networking tools
- Implementation of next generation catalogs
- Tools and Techniques to enhance college library performance.
- Library Staff skills for hybrid libraries, Sell Your Library Service (SYLS)/Marketing your library

4. Library Information Tools and Technologies

- Reference management - Tools and techniques
- Techniques for Research and writing
- Open Access Initiatives, (OAI) open access repositories, Developing local e-repositories/Institutional Repositories
- Web resources and services
- Electronic Resource Management System (ERMS)
- Motivational and engagement factors in information literacy instruction
- Active learning ideas and research instructions
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